SHIOSAI

‘Shiosai’
(The Japanese word for ‘The sound of the sea’)

In 1987 I designed a typeface called ‘Spritzer’; whilst
working in the type studio at Esselte Letraset Ltd.
Spritzer was only released as Letraset rub-down
transfer sheets. It was a reasonable seller but never
made it into the digital era. You will see (below) that
Spritzer is an italic, outlined, drop-shadow with
serifs .... and includes many decorative elements
of course. So there is a lot going on within each
letterform.
I received an inquiry via email from someone very
interested in what he called ‘Lost typefaces’. That
is, typefaces that never made it into digital fonts
and had become somewhat forgotten, or ‘lost’.
One of those that he rather liked was my Spritzer
design. This inspired me to have another look at the
typeface again after so many years. For copyright
reasons alone, I had to ensure that I did not just
‘adapt’ the original Spritzer and I also wanted a new
fresh contemporary typeface. The Shiosai letters
began as very decorative with plenty of elements
shooting out all over the place from each letter.
I found that too much decoration rendered the
letters somewhat illegible - although fun. I decided
to design a new typeface that was ‘inspired’ by
Spritzer but was cleaner and modern with less
decoration but with as much, and maybe more
punch. For Shiosai, I decided to retain plenty of
the base sans shapes and keep the decoration to
about 40% or less for each outline. This would help
the letters remain more legible but not lose any of
their impact in display use. I have also created a
set of decorative ‘Initialling Caps’. These are placed
on alternative keys that are easily available via the
‘Glyphs Palette’ in Adobe apps, and via ‘Insert’ in
MS ofﬁce apps. They are best used only as the ﬁrst
glyphs in certain words and are not intended for use
within words themselves or for complete words.

How will users interpret the decoration?
The decorative elements are not meant to be actual
waves; or maybe even ﬂames. However, if people
use them that way, then great. Some may see them
as oriental brush strokes, perhaps even ﬁreworks
or feathers? It does not matter how the shapes are
interpreted, I just hope that designers have fun with
my creation.
‘Shiosai Calm’, a new ’plain sans’. How did this come
about?
I had not planned to create a separate
complementary plain sans form for the decorative
Shiosai. However, as the Shiosai outlines took
shape, I felt that the letters could also form a
new contemporary sans in their own right. The
underlying ‘sans’ foundations were not based on
existing fonts but developed organically from the
decorative elements. Normally (and perhaps more
sensibly) I would have begun with a plain sans form
and then added the decoration, but in fact I did the
opposite. The new sans outlines are supportive
of the decorative form. I needed to re-design the
basic sans shapes to work without the decorative
elements, whilst remaining in sympathy when
used in mixed word sets. This new bold sans offers
distinctive shapes and the narrower ‘T’ and ‘L’ often
seen in logotypes to help reduce too much white
space in the letter spacing. Although not designed
for text usage, it reads quite comfortably in short
passages.

The font is available exclusively from Philip Kelly
Digital Design directly. ‘Shiosai’ and ‘Shiosai Calm’
are supplied in OpenType Postscript format which is
Mac and Windows compatible.

SHIOSAI: Character Set
(Enables setting in French, German & Spanish languages)
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SHIOSAI CALM: Character Set
(Enables setting in French, German & Spanish languages)
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‘UNDER THE WAVE, OFF KANAGAWA’
BY KATSUSHIKA HOKUSAI
JAPAN - EDO PERIOD
ABOUT 1831

‘UNDER THE WAVE, OFF KANAGAWA’
(KANAGAWA OKI NAMI-URA)
BY KATSUSHIKA HOKUSAI
A WOODBLOCK PRINT OF MULTIPLE COLOURS.
THE MOST WELL KNOWN OF HOKUSAI’S PRINTS - MAYBE OF ALL THE
JAPANESE PRINTS? PART OF THE SERIES ‘THIRTY SIX VIEWS OF MOUNT FUJI’
(FUGAKU SANJUROKKEI).
MOUNT FUJI APPEARS TINY IN THE DISTANCE COMPARED TO THE HUGE
WAVE IN THE FOREGROUND.
CHERRY WOOD WAS USED TO CUT THE MASTER BLOCKS FROM THE ARTIST’S
DRAWINGS. IN THIS CASE MUTLTIPLE BLOCKS WERE CUT FOR EACH OF THE
COLOURS, THAT WERE REGISTERED AND PRINTED ONE-BY-ONE TO FORM
THE WHOLE IMAGE.
(THE ABOVE IS SET IN 12 POINT ‘SHIOSAI CALM’.
THE TYPEFACE IS BOLD FOR HEADLINE USE AND COMPLEMENTS ‘SHIOSAI’.
ALTHOUGH NOT DESIGNED FOR TEXT USAGE, IT IS STILL COMFORTABLE
TO READ, DESPITE BEING ‘CAPS-ONLY’.)

Philip Kelly Digital Design End User License Agreement
By purchasing and installing the Philip Kelly Digital Design font/s, you accept the terms and
conditions of this agreement.
License Rights Of use
Up to 4 computers: 1 license.
Up to 10 computers: 2 licenses.
Up to 20 computers: 3 licenses.
Up to 50 computers: 6 licenses.
Up to 100 computers: 10 licenses.
Up to 200 computers: 15 licenses.
Up to 500 computers: 30 licenses.
Up to 1000 computers: 50 licenses.
You can purchase additional licenses at any time.
The number of output devices is not restricted, provided that these devices do not store the
font software permanently.
Restrictions
You may install and use this font software for the purpose of reproducing typeface designs.
You may take a copy of the font software to a commercial printer or service bureau for printing your documents only if the printer or service bureau has purchased a license to use that
particular font software (documents with embedded fonts see Embedding). You may not sell,
rent, lease, sublicense, give, lend, or further distribute the font software or any copy thereof.
You agree that you will not distribute any part of the software through any online service,
on the Internet, CD-ROM or DVD. These require the purchase of a Special License. The Font
Software may not be installed or used on a server that can be accessed via the Internet or
other external network system (a system other than a LAN) by Workstations, which are not
part of a licensed area. Fonts used with a server based application require a Special License
Extension for Servers. If your printed publications contain an imprint, the names of the font
and the foundry have to be mentioned, e.g. ‘Type set in “Font Name” from Philip Kelly Digital
Design’.
Copyright
You agree that the font software is owned by Philip Kelly Digital Design, and its structure, organization and code are the valuable trade secrets of Philip Kelly Digital Design. You acknowledge that the software is protected by the United States Copyright Law, by the copyright and
design laws of other nations, and by international treaties. You agree to treat the font software as you would any other copyrighted material, such as a book. You may not copy the font
software, with the exception of making one (1) unmodiﬁed copy for personal archival purposes only. You agree not to modify, adapt, convert, translate, reverse engineer, decompile,
disassemble, alter, or create derivative works of the font software. By purchasing a license
you accept that Philip Kelly Digital Design retains the “Intellectual Property Rights” of the
font software.
Embedding
You may embed Philip Kelly Digital Design font/s into documents for in-house use. You may
take a document with embedded Philip Kelly Digital Design font/s to a commercial printer or
service bureau for printing as a PDF only, unless the commercial printer or service bureau also
has purchased a license. To publish documents with embedded fonts (e.g. on Web or CD Rom
or DVD ) you need a special license agreement, depending on the technolog y used and the
scale of publishing.

Warranty
Philip Kelly Digital Design does not and cannot warrant the performance or results you may
obtain by using the software. In no event will Philip Kelly Digital Design be liable to you for any
consequential incidental or special damages, including any lost proﬁts or lost savings. The
license granted herein is effective until terminated. This agreement shall automatically terminate upon failure by you to comply with its terms. Upon termination, you must destroy the
original and any copies of the software. This agreement may only be modiﬁed by Philip Kelly
Digital Design

‘Shiosai’ Typefaces, ONE License Prices

How many licenses do I need?

Shiosai
Shiosai Calm

Up to 4 computers: 1 license.
Up to 10 computers: 2 licenses.
Up to 20 computers: 3 licenses.
Up to 50 computers: 6 licenses.
Up to 100 computers: 10 licenses.
Up to 200 computers: 15 licenses.
Up to 500 computers: 30 licenses.
Up to 1000 computers: 50 licenses.

£15.00 per License
£15.00 per License

At this time we can only accept payment by:
- Bank Transfer: (details on request)
- PayPal to: pkdigital@pkfont.co.uk
You can fund your PayPal payments by:
- PayPal Balance
- Instant Bank Transfer
- eCheque (takes seven to nine business days)
- Credit or debit card

You can purchase additional licenses
at any time. The number of output
devices is not restricted, provided
that these devices do not store the
font software permanently.

46 Nursery Fields
Hythe Kent CT21 4DS
United Kingdom
Tele Fax 01303 269452
E: pkdigital@pkfont.co.uk
W: www.pkfont.co.uk
(Brochure text set in my ‘Sendai Regular’)

